
Who doesn‘t know it? The tangle of fairy lights!

Do you know this? Every year you untangle the tangle of fairy lights or give up and buy 
a new one. After Christmas, you throw everything back into a box and are faced with 
the same tangled mess next Christmas.  
There is another way! The confusion is gone!

With WIRRwAR® there was confusion!



We have the solution! 
The sustainable cable and fairy lights winder. 

WIRRwAR® saves you time and spares your nerves when decorating for Christmas. 
With WIRRwAR®, your fairy lights and cables can be wound and unwound easily 
and without knots. At the same time, WIRRwAR® is finally the storage solution that 
protects your fairy lights and cables and thus extends their shelf life.

For significantly more Christmas harmony!





SUSTAINABLE  
The rewinder is 
made from 100% 
recycled materials 
and is designed 
to be stable and 
sustainable. It is 
manufactured using 
renewable energy.  

Made in Austria 
Development, design and production in our traditional, 
innovative family-owned company in Austria.

STABLE HANDLE  
Holds firmly when 
unwinding. 

SAFE HOLDING  
The coiled loop will not 
slip off. 

YOUR INDIVIDUAL PRINT 
On request, customised 
advertising prints can 
also be made, e.g. with 
your company logo.

CABLE/PLUG CLAMP 
Cables of different thick-
nesses and plugs can be 
clamped - no loose ends!  

PATENTED PLUG SYSTEM 
Several rewinders can be stably 
combined into one rewinder and 
can therefore also be used for fairy 
light loops.      



The 3-set gift box.

The special 3-pack gift box makes the rewinders an appreciated and practical gift. 
Also available with your personalised imprint on request. 
Surprise with an aha moment. Surprise your family, friends or business partners. 
A personal message can be written on a blank space inside the box.



WIRRwAR®

Sustainability is very important to us. We produce in Austria in our traditional and in-
novative third-generation family-owned company, under fair conditions and according 
to high environmental standards. We use renewable energy for production and use 
100% recycled plastic, which is produced in our own granulate mill.  
 
And: fairy lights live longer!



Quality.





Dimensions

3-piece set
length: 18.9 cm 
width: 15.3 cm 
height: 4.1 cm

Dimensions

1-piece set
length: 18.9 cm 
width: 15.3 cm 
height: 1.4 cm



WIRRwAR®

Teko-Plastic Kunststoffwerk E. Schroeck GmbH
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www.teko-plastic.com
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